Biomass burning losses of carbon estimated from ecosystem modeling and satellite data analysis for the Brazilian Amazon region
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Abstract

To produce a new daily record of gross carbon emissions from biomass burning events and post-burning decomposition fluxes in the states of the Brazilian Legal Amazon (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica (IBGE), 1991. Anuario Estatistico do Brasil, Vol. 51. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil pp. 1–1024). We have used vegetation greenness estimates from satellite images as inputs to a terrestrial ecosystem production model. This carbon allocation model generates new estimates of regional aboveground vegetation biomass at 8-km resolution. The modeled biomass product is then combined for the first time with fire pixel counts from the advanced very high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) to overlay regional burning activities in the Amazon. Results from our analysis indicate that carbon emission estimates from annual region-wide sources of deforestation and biomass burning in the early 1990s are apparently three to five times higher than reported in previous studies for the Brazilian Legal Amazon (Houghton et al., 2000. Nature 403, 301–304; Fearnside, 1997. Climatic Change 35, 321–360), i.e., studies which implied that the Legal Amazon region tends toward a net-zero annual source of terrestrial carbon. In contrast, our analysis implies that the total source fluxes over the entire Legal Amazon region range from 0.2 to 1.2 Pg C yr\textsuperscript{−1}, depending strongly on annual rainfall patterns. The reasons for our higher burning emission estimates are (1) use of combustion fractions typically measured during Amazon forest burning events for computing carbon losses, (2) more detailed geographic distribution of vegetation biomass and daily fire activity for the region, and (3) inclusion of fire effects in extensive areas of the Legal Amazon covered by open woodland, secondary forests, savanna, and pasture vegetation. The total area of rainforest estimated annually to be deforested did not differ substantially among the previous analyses cited and our own. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.

1. Introduction

Among the major components necessary for understanding air pollution impacts on global climate, few are as uncertain as the rates of tropical biomass burning fluxes of trace gases and emission of smoke aerosols to the atmosphere. The humid tropics have been identified as a probable net source of carbon to the atmosphere, chiefly because of high deforestation rates and frequency of biomass burning (Ciais et al., 1995; Potter, 1999). The added effects of smoke emissions from forest fires on radiation fluxes, cloud microstructure, rainfall, and ozone sources are of major concern on regional and global scales (Kaufman et al., 1998).

We have generated new predictions of biomass accumulation in terrestrial ecosystems of the Brazilian Amazon region from a terrestrial ecosystem production model. This model generates new estimates of regional aboveground vegetation biomass at 8-km resolution. The modeled biomass product is then combined with fire pixel counts from the advanced very high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) to overlay regional burning activities in the Amazon. Results from our analysis indicate that carbon emission estimates from annual region-wide sources of deforestation and biomass burning in the early 1990s are apparently three to five times higher than reported in previous studies for the Brazilian Legal Amazon (Houghton et al., 2000. Nature 403, 301–304; Fearnside, 1997. Climatic Change 35, 321–360), i.e., studies which implied that the Legal Amazon region tends toward a net-zero annual source of terrestrial carbon. In contrast, our analysis implies that the total source fluxes over the entire Legal Amazon region range from 0.2 to 1.2 Pg C yr\textsuperscript{−1}, depending strongly on annual rainfall patterns. The reasons for our higher burning emission estimates are (1) use of combustion fractions typically measured during Amazon forest burning events for computing carbon losses, (2) more detailed geographic distribution of vegetation biomass and daily fire activity for the region, and (3) inclusion of fire effects in extensive areas of the Legal Amazon covered by open woodland, secondary forests, savanna, and pasture vegetation. The total area of rainforest estimated annually to be deforested did not differ substantially among the previous analyses cited and our own. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
Amazon using the NASA–CASA (Carnegie–Ames–Stanford Approach) model, which can be scaled up to regional levels using satellite data inputs (Potter and Klooster, 1997, 1999b; Potter, 1999). The model includes interactions of several key controls on net ecosystem production (NEP) of carbon and total biomass in the tropics: surface radiation fluxes, evapotranspiration and soil water balance, soil fertility, and microbial activity affecting decomposition of plant residues. Regional scaling is accomplished by merging input data sets from AVHRR, surface climate, radiation, vegetation, and soils with model algorithms for carbon and moisture flow and energy use processes in terrestrial ecosystems. Global satellite observations to drive the NASA–CASA model are an important feature for improving current carbon accounting, because (i) predicted carbon input fluxes into plants are formulated to be consistent with the range of measured rates from field studies worldwide, and (ii) actual regional patterns for land cover attributes, such as biomass of forests, may differ substantially from potential vegetation maps or from extrapolation using a small set of sparsely distributed site measurements.

2. Biomass modeling methods

A complete description of the previous NASA–CASA model design for regional carbon cycling in Amazon ecosystems is provided by Potter et al. (1998), including the method to estimate net primary production (NPP) as a product of cloud-corrected solar surface irradiance (S), fractional intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR) and a maximum light use efficiency term (\(\epsilon\)), modified by normalized temperature (T) and moisture (W) stress scalars (Eq. (1)).

\[
NPP = S \text{FPAR} \epsilon T W.
\]

In the regional simulation mode, estimation of FPAR comes from a vegetation index derived from AVHRR channel 1 (0.5–0.68 μm; visible) and channel 2 (0.73–1.1 μm; near-IR) reflectance values (Potter et al., 1993; Sellers et al., 1994). The W stress term is computed on the basis of the predicted monthly ratio of estimated evapotranspiration (EET) to potential evapotranspiration (PET; Priestly and Taylor, 1972).

Regional data sets (8-km resolution) from a geographic information system (GIS) are used as model drivers and land surface parameter files. We assembled a complete set of co-registered GIS raster coverages to serve as model-compatible inputs, including interpolated monthly (1982–1990) rainfall records from Brazil’s Departamento Nacional de Aguas e Energia Eletrica (DNAEE) network, surface air temperature (New et al., 2000), surface solar radiation (from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Program; Bishop and Ros-
Table 1
Allocation and residence time parameters for major vegetation types, following global cover classes defined by DeFries and Townshend (1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetation type</th>
<th>$\alpha$ leaf</th>
<th>$\alpha$ root</th>
<th>$\alpha$ wood</th>
<th>$\tau$ leaf</th>
<th>$\tau$ root</th>
<th>$\tau$ wood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual grassland and crops</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed deciduous forest</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert and bare ground</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-arid shrub land</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna and wooded grassland</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical evergreen rain forest</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\alpha$ is the proportional allocation constant of plant tissue pools; $\tau$ is the residence time (in years) of carbon in plant tissue pools. Sources for information on parameter settings include: Cannell (1982), Aber and Melillo (1991), Running and Gower (1991), Redente et al. (1992), Lusk et al. (1997), Terborgh et al. (1997), Guild et al. (1998).

Fig. 1. Regional distribution of aboveground biomass (leaf and wood) estimated from the NASA-CASA model for the early 1990s in states of the Legal Amazon. Units are g C m$^{-2}$.

Region differs from that estimated by Houghton et al. (2000), who used stem-wood volume measurements assigned by land cover type or interpolated, mainly in that our model's predicted biomass amounts are relatively higher in the eastern and southern states of the region. The importance of this distinction between estimates of Amazon forest biomass distribution should be noted with respect to the most prevalent locations for deforestation and biomass burning in the region, which are also in the eastern and southern states (Alves, 1999).

3. Satellite data for fire detection

Region-wide fire pixel counts from the AVHRR sensor can be used, in combination with our ecosystem model...
results for biomass, for detailed mapping of the daily abundance and spatial distribution of deforestation burning activities in a country like Brazil, provided that these relatively coarse resolution (1-km) satellite data are adjusted for several sources of fire detection bias. Periera et al. (1991), for example, used AVHRR data to evaluate the accuracy of fire detection and burned area estimates in Brazil, and found that all 1-km AVHRR-detected fires had corresponding Landsat TM fire scars, but that actual fire sizes are overestimated by 43%, on average. More recently, Kaufman et al. (1998) reported that the typical size of the hottest areas of fires in Brazil are usually small (e.g., 0.005 km$^2$), with a fire area distribution that peaks at between 0.2 and 1 km$^2$. Hence, while it may be unreasonable to treat AVHRR fire counts as a reliable source for estimating the precise land area burned by fires in the Amazon, for our purposes, 1-km AVHRR fire count data can be used in combination with the NASA–CASA model mainly to detect the location and relative probability of daily biomass burning emissions of carbon to the atmosphere. Additional adjustments and methodology for actual area burned are described in the results that follow.

The most readily available AVHRR fire data set for our analysis is the International Geosphere–Biosphere Programme (IGBP) Global Fire Product (GFP), which provides a consistent data set on daily fire counts at a global scale (Stroppiana et al., 2000; Dwyer et al., 1998; Justice and Dowty, 1993). At this time, the GFP product is available only for an annual period spanning 1992–1993, which closely corresponds to the end of the NASA–CASA simulation period for this study. The GFP fire detection method is based on a selection of 1-km pixels that could potentially contain fires, with a confirmation procedure for the fire pixel classification by comparison of the pixel with its immediate geographic neighborhood (Flasse and Ceccato, 1996). The spectral basis for AVHRR fire detection algorithm is channel 3 (3.55–3.93 μm; mid-IR), which is located near the optimum for high radiative emittance typical of vegetation fires (e.g., Langaas and Muirhead, 1988). It is possible to detect fires burning over areas much smaller than the nominal 1-km AVHRR pixel size, because the total radiant emittance from a fire is disproportionately greater than that from a cooler background (Kennedy et al., 1994). Furthermore, there are several noteworthy interference problems with the AVHRR mid-IR signal that must be overcome for accurate fire detection, including surface reflection of solar radiation in the 3.75 μm band, transmission effects of atmospheric water vapor, sub-resolution clouds, and viewing geometry (i.e., sun-glint effect) of the AVHRR sensor (Gregoire, 1993). Nonetheless, wherever the GFP indicates high fire counts, these pixels should accurately represent cloud-free measurements of daily surface fire activity.

To combine AVHRR fire counts with NASA–CASA’s predicted biomass values for the Legal Amazon, we first aggregated the 1-km GFP fire count data to the resolution of our 8-km regional grid. All Amazon fires detected in the GFP record during 1992–1993 were counted in order to capture a full year of daily burning activity at each 8-km pixel location. To next generate a ‘nominal’ burning emission flux of C from each 8-km grid cell in the Legal Amazon region, we multiplied both leaf biomass C and wood biomass C values, as produced from early 1990s NASA–CASA model simulation, by the number of 1-km fire counts per 8-km cell per day of the 1992–1993 annual period.

These gridded results were subsequently multiplied by a mean estimated combustion fraction of 0.95 for leaf material and a combustion fraction (CF) of 0.45 for wood material, derived from Amazon forest burning studies (Kaufman et al., 1995; Guild et al., 1998; Sorrensen, 2000), to generate maps of the nominal burning emission fluxes of C for 365 consecutive days. We based these estimates for typical CF values on studies that were conducted in the Amazon on small-holder properties, where all decisions as to which vegetation to burn, size of area slashed, location, and the timing of the slash and burn process (how to slash, how long to dry, when to burn) were entirely left to property owners. The initial distribution of biomass among tissue fractions (e.g., wood, leaf) and sizes may help explain differences found in CF values among burning experiments (Fearnside et al., 2000), and the estimated CFs used in our analysis are fairly typical of those reported in several other studies of tropical biomass burning (Hao and Liu, 1994; Graça et al., 2000). This is in contrast to the atypically low CF value of 0.2 used by Houghton et al. (2000) for computing the entire fraction of forest biomass lost during burning events in the Amazon, without regard to different tissue fractions.

It is necessary next to ‘scale-down’ our nominal burning emission fluxes, which are evidently biased toward area overestimation in 1-km fire counts. An adjustment is required to make areas inferred from the GFP fire counts closely match deforestation area rates reported by the Brazilian Space Agency, INPE, which based its estimates on analysis of Landsat imagery for the 1990s (Alves, 1999). This is accomplished by comparison of the annual (1992–1993) total 1 km fire pixel counts in primary forest areas delineated by Stone et al. (1994) per state of the Legal Amazon to state-by-state INPE deforestation area estimates (reported, for example, in Houghton et al. (2000) and Kaufman et al. (1998)). This comparison generates a set of ratio conversion factors (Table 2), which can then be used to proportionally reduce the nominal burning C emission estimates derived from total 1-km AVHRR fire counts. We find that the region-wide ratio of INPE-estimated area deforested divided by 1-km forest fire count is 0.23.

According to the GFP record for 1992–1993, 75% of all fire counts in the Legal Amazon region were in areas
Table 2
Aboveground biomass, deforestation rates, AVHRR fire counts, and associated carbon emissions for 1992–1993 in States of the Legal Amazon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Aboveground biomass (pg C)</th>
<th>Rate of deforestation (10^4 km^2 yr^-1)</th>
<th>AVHRR 1-km fire count (10^4) in primary forest areas</th>
<th>AVHRR 1-km fire count (10^4) in other land cover areas</th>
<th>Ratio of area deforested to fire counts</th>
<th>Carbon fluxes from biomass burning (Pg C yr^-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acre</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amapa</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazonas</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maranhao</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>6.924</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mato Grosso</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>4.313</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pará</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>2.807</td>
<td>2.835</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rondônia</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roraima</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocantins</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>3.852</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total for Legal Amazon</strong></td>
<td><strong>59.74</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.490</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.519</strong></td>
<td><strong>19.207</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.23</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.767</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From NASA–CASA model, summed over all land cover classes.
*From the Brazilian Space Agency, INPE.
*Based on GFP (Stroppiana et al., 2000) in areas of the Legal Amazon defined by Stone et al. (1994) as tropical moist forest.
*Other land cover classes with the majority of fire counts are cleared forests, secondary forests, and savanna/woodlands, according to land cover classification by Stone et al. (1994).
*Computed as "divided by".
*Includes daily burning and post-burning decomposition emissions of carbon.
outside the primary moist forest zone. These areas have
cover types delineated by Stone et al. (1994) as mainly
(60%) seasonal deciduous woodlands and secondary for-
ests, presumably interspersed with areas of cattle pasture.
The remaining 15% of fires detected outside the primary
forest zone were chiefly in savanna/woodlands (cerrado).
Based on previous Landsat image analyses in such areas
outside the primary forest zone, we therefore, assumed
a ratio conversion factor for the quantity (burned area:
1-km fire pixel count) of 0.73 (Setzer and Pereira, 1991) for
these cover types.

4. Regional carbon flux estimates

With these adjustments of fire counts to be consistent
with 1992–1993 INPE’s deforestation area estimates and
in burned cerrado areas, we calculate the annual direct
burning source of gross C emissions in the entire Legal
Amazon to be 0.71 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) (Table 2). More than 85%
of this total emission flux was mapped to areas outside
of moist primary forest areas. The regional distribution
of biomass burning emissions shows deforestation and
burning emissions to be highest in the states of
Maranhao and Tocantins mainly from burning outside
of moist forest areas, and in Pará and Mato Grosso with
important contributions from primary forest cutting and
burning (Fig. 2).

To help close the long-term regional carbon budget,
we can also calculate a post-burning decomposition flux
of C from each 8-km grid cell on a daily basis. Losses
of residual (unburned) plant material are computed
using estimated decomposition emission factors of
2.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{d}^{-1} for leaf residue and 4.57 \times 10^{-4} \text{d}^{-1}
for wood residue, as reported from decomposition rate ex-
periments in Amazon forests (Chambers et al., 2000). At
all 8-km grid locations where active fire counts were
detected by AVHRR, the area-adjusted amount of resid-
ual plant material is added each day to the decomposing
pools of unburned leaf and wood biomass, from which
post-burning C emissions from cleared forest areas to the
atmosphere are computed by the decomposition algo-
rithms. These 1992–1993 post-burning fluxes are pre-
dicted to total 0.056 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) for the entire annual
decomposition cycle (Fig. 3), with highest sources in the
states of Maranhao and Mato Grosso mainly from de-
composition of biomass outside of moist forest areas.
Although this yearly estimated post-burning flux from

---

Fig. 2. Regional distribution of total annual (1992–1993) carbon emissions from biomass burning over the Legal Amazon. Includes daily
burning and post-burning decomposition emission totals. Units are g C for each 8-km cell.
Fig. 3. Carbon emissions resulting from biomass burning by day of the year 1992–1993, summed for the entire Legal Amazon region. Solid line is the daily carbon emission estimate from active fires, Dashed line is post-burning decomposition flux estimate of carbon to the atmosphere from recently burned areas. Units are g C d⁻¹; note different scales for the two emission sources.

our model is less than 10% of direct annual burning emissions for the region, relatively slow rates of decomposition of residual wood pools would extend these post-burn losses of carbon into subsequent annual periods.

The predicted daily flux of carbon to the atmosphere directly from deforestation and biomass burning shows emissions increasing rapidly at the end of July, reaching peak levels in early September and decreasing gradually until mid-December, 1992 (Fig. 3). Post-burning decomposition fluxes of C are logged (with respect to direct burning fluxes) and are carried out in this simulation for six months following the last date of AVHRR fire counts from the GFP record. From this time series, we estimate total gross loss of terrestrial biomass carbon from deforestation and annual burning activities in the Brazilian Legal Amazon for the 1992–1993 period at 0.77 Pg C yr⁻¹.

This is in contrast to the lower rate of carbon release reported by Houghton et al. (2000) using INPE deforestation estimates at between 0.102 and 0.264 Pg C yr⁻¹ for the Legal Amazon (forest zones only) in the 1990s. Because INPE’s annual estimated rates of deforestation show 1992–1993 as below average compared to all the years of the 1990s, we assume that the 1992–1993 carbon release prediction of Houghton et al. (2000) would be near the low end (i.e., 0.10–0.16 Pg C yr⁻¹) of their reported range of annual emissions for the 1990s. This range for deforestation emissions of carbon is inclusive of our own regional estimate for primary moist forest zones alone of 0.104 Pg C yr⁻¹. Nevertheless, for the reasons stated above relating to assumed CF values, the regional distribution of fires and forest biomass estimates, and extensive coverage of seasonal woodlands, secondary forests, savanna, and pasture vegetation across the region (particularly in the eastern and southern Amazon), we estimate the actual rates of carbon release from deforestation of all kinds and fires over the Legal Amazon were three to five times higher than those computed by Houghton et al. (2000) or by Fearnside (1997). This comparison, albeit with inclusion of different land cover types, is important as a point of clarification, because Houghton et al. (2000) discussed their regional deforestation carbon emission estimates on an equivalent basis with total carbon sink fluxes in all natural (relatively undisturbed) ecosystems of the region, to conclude that the Legal Amazon region is nearly a net-zero source of terrestrial carbon.

5. Concluding remarks

It is important to note that biomass burning fluxes of trace gases alone are not identical to annual net fluxes from land-use change. Biomass burning is a gross emission of carbon, which may be balanced over periods of 25–50 years by uptake of atmospheric carbon during vegetation regrowth, provided that forest burning is not associated with a permanent land-use change. Houghton et al. (2000), for instance, reported average net fluxes of carbon (burning, decomposition, and regrowth) of 0.18 Pg C yr⁻¹ from Legal Amazon deforestation, but since these investigators conclude that annual sink flux of carbon attributable to secondary forest regrowth is probably not large ( <0.15 Pg C yr⁻¹) compared to potential deforestation CO₂ sources in the region, their net carbon
flux estimates are in fact dominated by gross biomass burning and post-burning decomposition losses to the atmospheric CO$_2$ pool. Hence, there is no evidence in the literature that gross emissions may be balanced in a single year by large areas of regrowing tropical forests burned in previous years.

The results from this study and related NEP predictions from the NASA–CASA model (Potter et al., 2000) do not support the conclusion of the Legal Amazon as a net-zero annual source for terrestrial carbon fluxes. To adequately address the question of whether any region is a net source or a net sink for carbon during recent years, disturbance related fluxes, like those from deforestation and biomass burning, must be combined with at least 10 years of NEP estimates for relatively undisturbed primary forest ecosystems, in order to understand interannual variability in terrestrial carbon exchange caused in large part by droughts associated with El Niño Southern Oscillations (ENSO) events (Nepstad et al., 1999). Potter et al. (2000) estimated that Legal Amazon NEP varies between 0.5 Pg C yr$^{-1}$, which is in general agreement with previous NEP predictions for the region by Tian et al. (1998). When annual emission fluxes from biomass burning are included for the entire region, our analysis implies that the total net source fluxes from the Brazilian Amazon, including all undisturbed plus disturbed ecosystem classes, can range from 0.7 to 1.2 Pg C yr$^{-1}$ during strong ENSO drought years, but can revert to a smaller net source flux of about 0.1–0.2 Pg C yr$^{-1}$ during other years when rainfall is not limiting to plant production.
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